
 
 

Housing Market Update – Tony Alexander 

No Bubble - Net Migration Booming 

We have no new data to comment on this week but it is worth repeating what so many others have 
said in response to the bloke saying that the NZ economy is in a bubble and set to collapse. This is 
the same sort of rubbish some were saying back in 2008 when they were predicting that NZ house 
prices would fall by 40%. The problem here is that some people are quite lazy in their analysis and 
simply look at a situation in one country, try to find just one point of similarity in another, then jump 
immediately to the same conclusion as for the first country. 

Those who predicted a collapse in NZ house prices back then were left with egg on their faces when 
prices on average in fact only fell by 11% at their absolute worst, before recovering quickly to now 
sit on average 17% above their late-2007 peak. 

The situation is different here in NZ now as it was then because we have a shortage of dwellings, 
bank lending is done to a far higher standard than was the case offshore, our rate of population 
growth is slightly above average, our construction costs keep rising all the time due to oligopolistic 
pricing practices and everrising building standards, and the pace of growth in lending to the 
household sector remains low at under 6%. 

I have found from working back in NZ as an economist since 1987 that analysts offshore tend to have 
a surprisingly low understanding of things in NZ such as how our monetary policy functions, factors 
driving the housing market, the importance of the primary sector to our economy and vulnerability 
to weather, and relative steadiness of government policies and lack of popular appetite for radical 
changes. 

So will the NZ housing market collapse? As stated last week this scenario is only likely in the event of 
a foot and mouth outbreak. The Reserve Bank and Treasury prepared a paper in 2002 looking at the 
impact of a limited FMD outbreak and estimated a cumulative 8% fall in GDP over a two year period 
with substantial cushioning from assuming a North Island-only outbreak, just 6 week interruption to 
dairy exports, and the official cash rate being quickly cut by about 5%. And that is where worries 
develop because with our interest rates already very low the ability of our central bank these days to 
insulate our economy against a large shock is far more limited than before the GFC. 

Still, as long as we don't face that scenario the chances of a substantial fall in NZ house prices in the 
next few years given the underlying shortage in particular is very, very low. 

For the moment we are also receiving increasing support for real estate market prices and activity 
from booming net migration inflows which now stand at 31,914 compared with just 2,542 a year ago 
and a ten year average of 10,000. In fact annualising the past three monthly seasonally adjusted 
results we see that the pace of annual gains is running even higher than this near 42,000. 


